Meet The Number Wonder

With Formula One cars carrying
some 1,200 channels of data acquisition,
drivers are compelled to practice in hopes
of obtaining a Pavlovian Nirvana, fed by a
perverse optimism that they might someday become as good as their technology
laden cars. With this in mind, it is easy to
see why some might believe land speed
racing is primitive in comparison.
Last year, a Formula One team
brought their Honda-powered car to the
salt and ignored veteran salt racer’s suggestions to disengage the traction control
system. After wasting two days fooling
around with a constipated set-up, the “ohso-smart” people begrudgingly adopted
the local racer recommendations but
failed to reach any speed they wanted to
crow about before the rain shut everything down. They’re expected back in
2006. Let’s see if they’ve learned anything.
They may have sponsor money
squirting out of every orifice, but few have
ever come to the salt without getting a
good humility licking. General Motors
knows, but it took several years before
they accepted LSR nuances enough to be
successful. Ford found out, shed their
arrogance and straightened up to go home
with a record and put the driver in the
200MPH club. Nissan lucked out and
nailed a record, but not before losing the
hood and eating a bit of humble pie.
The point is that money and PhDs
are no guarantee for success out on the
salt. It requires a measure of immersive
dedication to comprehend the place as
well as the laws of physics. I also believe
that because land speed racing is rooted in
a mostly unfettered freedom of expression
that it scares the “experts” silly.
Professional motorsports is so twisted
up with rules, regulations and wealthy
egos, that the purity of plain speed racing
eludes many who try to cross over without
taking the time to research their move.
After all, how hard can it be to go fast and
straight?
Ha ha ha. Yes, I am laughing at you
who would come with a corporate chip on
your salaried shoulder. You, who dress
yourselves in the Emperor’s Nomex. Still,
amid these silly blowhards there is always
the expectation of a freshening wind.
Let me introduce you to Professor
Dan Metz, a.k.a. the “Indy Doc” who got
bit by the speed bug in 1999 and has been
poking around everywhere trying to
understand land speed racing ever since.
Metz, 65, doesn’t have a snotty “I’m
smarter than you” bone in his body and
has conducted more R&D in a couple
years than some land speed racers do in
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their entire racing life.
It was on a lark that he decided to pay
a visit to Speedweek in 1999 and the trip
significantly altered his life. He wanted to
race on the salt. No casual hobby, Metz
wanted to figure out how to choose a
class, horsepower requirements, salt traction limits and how to get the car stopped
safely. Along the way, through the help of
mathematics, he hit upon a theory about
where ballast ought to be located.
Does he know what he’s talking
about? I spent time chatting with him
about why he wanted to come to the salt
when he regularly has close access to the
biggest names in pro motorsports. What
was the big deal for him?
“The freedom of design,” he said
without hesitation, “To be successful at
Bonneville one must possess expertise in a
number of aspects of vehicle design and
construction rarely seen in other forms of
racing competition. It is a great challenge”
Reading some of Metz’s technical
papers made me cross-eyed trying to
understand the mathematical expressions,
but it was clear this guy was teaching himself the sport from a numeric perspective –
as only an engineer could do. You know
these guys; they like to prove the idea
works on paper before they ever buy an
inch of tubing.
As we talked about any one of the
head scratching equations, he quickly and
most importantly, eagerly interpreted the
math so that I might become better
informed about the sport myself. The guy
loves to share.
“In all other racing endeavors, engineering is so restrictive. In order to ensure

close competition true innovation
becomes almost impossible,” he noted,
“Even in Formula 1, anything really new
is almost immediately outlawed, regulated
to death or protested. Bonneville, on the
other hand, is an engineer’s paradise, a
place where the only limits are creativity
and money.”
OK, so you might be thinking, “Big
Deal. So he wrote some tech papers. It’s a
whole different story when you start fabricating a REAL car. This guy is just
another egghead who thinks he can tell us
how it ought to be done.” You might be
correct if Dr. Dan’s garage were empty.
For the past five years he and his
lovely wife Mary Ann have been putting
together a blown fuel streamliner to compete in Class J. Powered by a 749cc
turbocharged Suzuki motorcycle engine
fueled by an alky/nitro mix. All that
remains is to run the engine, see if the
gears shift and the chain stays on before
they bring the ‘liner to the salt. Horsepower will depend on boost and fuel, the
car has an adjustable waste gate turbo.
Metz has already had at least as much
fun designing and building the contraption as he believes it will be to race it. He
hopes, of course, to ink a new class record
and get into the “2” club, but he and Mary
Ann also plan to match times. I am hoping
that Mary Ann leads the MPH chase until
there’s no more to get out of the car. Fingers are crossed to get the streamliner to
the salt by October this year.
Both will be rookies at Bonneville.
How many wives can boast that they have
visited the Ferrari Formula One shop in
Maranello, Italy and sat in Michael Schu-

macher’s F1 car!?! Metz himself has throttled up near 200 mph in various sports
racing and drag racing cars.
He treated his chassis to finite element stress and vibration analysis; put the
bodywork through a computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulation before testing
it in scale form at the University of Illinois’ wind tunnel. Although the
all-chrome-moly chassis was welded up to
Metz’s design by Murf McKinney, noted
constructor of top fuel and funny car chassis, everything else was completed by
Metz and his wife. That included the
fiberglass work, fabrication in his very tidy
machine shop and the paintwork after taking a custom painting class at the local
junior college.
Remember he did this after retiring
from a 30-year career as an engineering
professor at the University of Illinois to
work full time at his consulting business
that specializes in accident analysis. Metz
has been the recipient of numerous teaching and engineering achievement awards,
has authored over 65 technical papers, is
working on a textbook, and also developed
and instructed a wildly popular automobile vehicle dynamics seminar.
“I take apart the accident to find out
what happened and how the car performed,” said Metz, “Unlike passenger car
accidents, every racing accident is different; we always learn a great deal from each
event.”
If nearly every manufacturer, insurance company, and racing organization
(Formula 1, CART, IRL, FIA, etc.) in the
world, as well as numerous racing teams,
engineering and legal firms listen to this

guy, land speed racers might do well to
wander over to his pit. Even if you don’t
agree with him, you’ll find a kindred speed
spirit.
Today, his dainty little streamliner
weighs 677 lb (plus 100 lbs lead ballast)
dry, is 224 inches long, 26 inches high, 25
inches wide and depends on a Deist 7point harness, Stroud parachute, and Bell
helmets for safety.
There is no suspension, but Metz
may add one later if the car is too stiff on
the course. If you notice a bit of Jack
Costello influence you’d be right. Because
he loves his math, the affable Metz tells
me his frontal area is 4.51 ft^2, the drag
coefficient (Cx) is 0.0105 and the lift coefficient is (negative) -0.051. When is the
last time somebody gave you their aerodynamic stats as part of their car specs?
Metz understands that as atmospheric
density decreases, engine power and aerodynamic drag drop off, and vice versa. He
is also cognizant that salt conditions constantly change and how the varying
racecourse affects traction.
“I observed that in early morning,
ground moisture rises up from the salt,”
he said, “but once the sun is high in the
sky, this moisture essentially disappears.
The basics of land speed racing are deceptively simple: A vehicle’s speed is limited
by running out of traction, running out of
power, or running out of rpm in top
gear.”
Metz has also analyzed vehicle weight
and where he believes ballast ought to be
added for maximum stability at speed. He
also thinks that transverse mounting the
engine helps minimize roll, pitch and the
ever diabolical, disastrous yaw. He wanted
me to understand about “the conservation
of angular momentum versus linear
momentum”, or staying straight.
“Where you put the weight is more
important than how much you use,”
offered Metz, “Adding weight at the
extreme ends of the car is the best place.
Weight might be a bad thing in nearly
every other form of racing, but not necessarily at Bonneville where it can be
beneficial by increasing the vertical load
on the drive wheels to help keep the vehicle in contact with the salt surface without
inducing added aerodynamic drag.”
In a streamliner, depending on size
and layout, there are many locations for

ballast and where space is tight, the denser
the better. Metz likes lead, tungsten and
depleted uranium. Does the extra weight
screw-up acceleration?
“Mass is mass, and location is irrelevant except for possible longitudinal
weight transfer/drive axle effects. For a
land speed car only yaw and roll inertia
matter. Well thought-out ballast placement can make a vehicle more stable by
placing the ballast to create the largest
possible moments of inertia.”
The wily professor also figured out
that if you left the starting line spinning
your wheels it was a complete waste of
power - that constant acceleration was the
key to performance and put much thought
into traction and handling issues as well.
“Far too much importance is placed
on aerodynamics,” he noted, “Some people assume that a vehicle combining light
weight with low drag would be the best
design. In practice, though, the basic aerodynamic lift of ground vehicles requires
the designer to approach the problem of
maintaining ground contact essentially
from one side or the other.”
I think Mary Ann and Dan will make
a nice addition to the sport. Look for
them on the salt at World Finals, or if you
want to bench race with this approachable, enthusiastic salt virgin at home,
contact
him
at:
www.metzengandracing.com or by telephone: 217.351.6070.
The couple’s project is well known
around their Champaign, Illinois hometown area. The license plate on their 2002
Porsche 996 twin-turbo reads “SALT
FVR”, and the one on the BMW is
“J/BFS”! Not one wheel has turned on
the salt yet as we concluded our conversation he volunteered: “I’m already
thinking about the next car.”
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Yep, salt fever, a very serious case.

Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann Noeth is the
authoress of the award-winning book, “Bonneville: The Fastest Place on Earth,” a
complete historical review of the first 50 years
of land speed racing now in its 6th printing.
For more details and to order, go to:
www.landspeedproductions.biz.
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